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book reviews
joseph smith and the restoration
provo utah brigham young university press 1967 571 pp
ap
qt
77.25
725
725
reviewed by reed C durham jr associate director of the
salt lake institute of religion dr durham a teacher in the
IVAN

J BARRETT

department of seminaries and institutes of religion since
1955 has published in the instructor and the improvement

era

joseph smith and the restoration by ivan J barrett was
written as a text for undergraduate students taking LDS
church history classes at brigham young university any
student who carefully reads this text will gain dramatic insights
of the prophet joseph smith and into the church
into the life ofthe
odthe
and kingdom of god during his lifetime professor barrett
has literally filled his chapters with colorful stories and historical tidbits which make his church history come alive this text
is not a dry or boring history it is one of the finest texts of its
kind to be written in the church its author is to be commended
for the years of historical investigation incorporated into the
pages of his work
the quality of his historical research is commendable having relatively few errors and most of those quite minor that
our genealogy on the paternal side of joseph smith goes back
II marbefore robert smith now p 15 that samuel smith 11
ried two different priscilla goulds p 16 that it is not definitely known that the prophet joseph composed or even gave
the so called lectures on faith p 151
that the missouri
militia and mob forces totaled in excess of 30000 p 346
that orson pratt s work remarkable visions was originally
published in scotland in 1840 and the first printing in america
in 1841 ap
pp 31 36 and the beardman should be boardman
p 306 etc are all minor items relating to barrett s historical
research

perhaps more serious matters relating to the quality of his
II the
research would be 1 1I the handling of quotations 1111
conspicuous lack of credit given to some of the finest sources
and works available to date on many of the subjects treated
342
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111
and 011
the basic philosophy to the study of LDS church
111
oli
iii
illIII
history the writer s point of view and objectives
1I

relating to the handling of quotations

a few examples will

suffice
1

2

3

11
II

pages 473 474 and 481 all quote the title of the prophet s
political work as views on the powers and policy of
national government the citation is to the DHC vol
6 pp
197 209 the source cited reads views on the
ap 197209
powers and policy of the government of the united
states
in his notes and references for chapter XXX note 72
p 539 he gives a quotation from the diary of hosea
stout and as reproduced in barretts work this three
line quotation contains nine errors
if one turns to the quotation from joseph smith reproduced on page 40 note 9 there is no indication given to
the reader that 117 words were deleted from the quote
if a person reads the content of the 117 omitted words
he might gain a clue as to the basic objectives of the
writer this viewpoint will be discussed at another point
in this review

some of the finest scholarship in the church touching most
of the areas handled by professor barrett were conspicuously
overlooked at least these works are not mentioned many
of these works had pertinent material and information
which could have assisted him such works as the following
are representative to name but a few
1

flanders robert bruce nauvoo kingdom on the mississippi
sis sippi urbana illinois university of illinois press
1965

2

3

gentry leland H A history of the latter day saints
in northern missouri from 1836 to 1839 unpublished
phd dissertation dept of graduate studies in religious
instruction BYU 1965
godfrey kenneth W causes of mormon non mormon
1846 unconflict in hancock county illinois 1839
18391846
published phd dissertation dept of religion BYU
1967

4

5

hanson klaus J quest for empire the political kingdom of god and the council of fifty in mormon history
michigan michigan state university press 1967
lyon thomas edgar orson pratt early mormon lead
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6

7

8

university

STUDIES

er unpublished masters thesis dept of church history university of chicago 1932
parkin max H
conflict at kirtland unpublished
masters thesis dept of graduate studies in religious
instruction BYU 1966
schindler harold orrin porter rockwell salt lake
city university of utah press 1966
thompson edward G the political involvements in
the career of joseph smith unpublished master s thesis
dept of religion BYU 1966

ill probably no other text on church history accomplishes
111
III

so

completely and effectively its basic stated objectives as does
joseph smith and the restoration this fact alone makes
josfph
the work exceptionally commendable in the concluding
paragraph of his introduction professor barrett clearly and
succinctly expounds the overall purpose and objective of his
text
to appreciate the church to love its teachings to believe
its divine origin we must know its history from the records
of the past we can see our own course morg
more clearly
it is men and women at their best who inspire us many a
life has been transformed by the careful study and deliberate
contemplation of great lives in building for ourselves a
strong and wholesome philosophy of living we need the inspiration of those who have lived gloriously from out of the
pages of church history come such mighty ones let us walk
as it were into the great portrait gallery of the noble saints
fatter
of the latter
iatter days let us gaze into the faces of men and
women who endured the contumely of the world to bequeath
to us the truth let us catch the fire and enthusiasm in their
eyes let us note the expression of hope and expectancy and
mark the depth of courage and determination engraved upon
countenancer As we vicariously experience their faith
their countenances
courage loyalty and persistence in righteousness we will be
strengthened to lay aside every weight and run with majestic
valor and sublime patience the race of life before us italics
mine

his purpose and objective

seem self explanatory professor

barrett has developed a basic philosophy about what historical
information should or should not be presented in writing
church history for college youths at brigham young university

from my analysis and appraisal of the text together with
the author s above stated overall objective several general
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guidelines seem to have been followed in the writing of his
text 1 1 no inspiration nor profitable learning can come to a
student of church history by seeing men and women at their
worst 2 we should only emphasize the fire and enthusiasm the hopes and expectancies the courage and determi
the faith the loyalty
mination
and persistence in
righteousness of the great lives those who lived gloriously the mighty ones or the noble saints of the latter days
never become iconoclastic but support and maintain the
3
tradition at all times 4 do not delve into analyze or
critically introduce any distasteful suspicious or questionable
areas of church history that in any way will hinder the accomplishm
ment
ent of guidelines I1 and 2 above 5 always be sure
plishment
plisha
meni
plish
that our church history be interpreted and presented in the
light of our theology there must always be agreement and
consistency with each other 6 remember that the saints are
god s people and are on the side of right they are the victorious and they are they who will stand blameless at the last
day
each of these guidelines consistently reveals itself through
the pages of the text and taken together the guidelines seem
to produce a very positive approach to church history in fact
a presentation of church history using the opposite approach to
an
anyy of these guidelines would be considered by many to be
negative
from my own personal experience in teaching LDS church
history to college students 1I have asked myself the question
as to whether in the long range look the student should be
exposed to both approaches the stated guidelines and their
opposites but of course in an atmosphere of faith can there
be learning and profit by also seeing men and women at their
worst in church history can knowing the despair the humanness the real down to earth like me ness do anything positive
for my students if they are constantly being exposed to the
problem areas of church history across the way or by the
apostates etc can the student and 1I profit by having an honest
no holds barred
we search after the truth attitude 1I
seriously wonder which of the two approaches is the more
negative or positive in the long run time and experience may
reveal this to us meanwhile joseph smith and the restoration
will be appreciated and esteemed for many years to come
11

11
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